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ABSTRACT
Since the 1990's regulatory requirements for On-BoardDiagnostics (OBD) have continuously evolved with an
increasing application of advanced electronics and control
systems that have been adopted for automotive applications.
The current and future demands on emissions and
performance requirements are pushing the envelope with
respect to management of complex control software
strategies, hardware components and their interactions. This
further challenges the implementation of OBD. In order to
build a robust monitor for a complex system which has
minimum risk of false detection, a thorough understanding of
both system and components is required.
In this paper, several methods will be presented that can be
utilized to achieve a successful and robust diagnostic system
implementation. Implementation begins with a discussion of
the major challenges to achieve consistent performance in the
base system control. A deep dive approach will provide new
methodologies that can be applied to address the necessary
diagnostics. This paper will address diagnostic fault handling
based on symptoms, statistical methodologies for filtering out
noise, and implementation of reference models for
diagnostics. It will also discuss redefining the goal of OBD
implementation on modern control systems that have multiple
I/O as well as coupled and decoupled configurations.

INTRODUCTION
As shown in Figure 1, OBD is categorized into two main
segments: Threshold and Functional Monitors. The emissions
relevant group is known as Threshold Monitors. The
Functional monitors are categorized into Comprehensive
Component Monitoring [CCM] targeted for individual

component performance monitoring and System Monitoring
such as control strategies involving groups of components.
The OBD systems are expected to report the status, good or
bad, while monitoring the systems integrity. A component is
considered to be good when its performance while operating
results in a desired output. Conversely, a component is
considered to be bad when it provides undesired responses.
The response of a component is influenced by several factors:
namely tolerance, operating conditions, thermodynamic
boundary, interference with other components and the
controller. If a component uses secondary elements to
perform a task then factors influencing its response increases
by 2 fold or more. Thus, a diagnostic monitor should take a
multitude of factors into consideration and evaluate them
through a systematic flow of decisions. This entails a
thorough understanding of every factor and its influence on a
components performance inside the OBD for the monitor.
Alongside the component performance, system performance
becomes even more complex given multiple components
controlling a systems behavior. OBD should not only be
limited to the individual component's local behavior but also
its system footprint. Deviations in system behavior from
expected performance are crucial to monitor.
Monitoring of an overwhelmingly intertwined control system
and growing concerns over warranty costs demand an OBD
system be thorough, smart and logical in its decisions. The
current market environment has no room for false detection.
This paper will discuss challenges and evolving approaches
in the OBD field to meet the current and future demands.
Although, there are numerous ways to overcome the OBD
challenges, only a few are discussed in this paper. At first a
description of the model based OBD where reference models
represent the functioning system under a given spectrum of

Figure 1. OBD overview.
operating condition is used for evaluating the deviation of the
actual responses. Later, moving on to dual path monitoring,
monitoring criteria and monitoring sequencing will be
discussed. The increasing complexity and interdependency of
noise elimination in OBD decision path is more critical for
sound judgment. This paper will discuss a few ways to tackle
this challenging problem of fault sequencing for an
interdependent OBD system and symptom identification for
OBD inhibition in multiple interactive systems. An array of
novel techniques will give a brief introduction to current and
upcoming OBD challenges as well as hints to resolve them.

As shown in Figure 3, over the next decades the automotive
industry will experience a paradigm shift in the focus areas of
engine development and application engineering. There will
be significant emphasis on green house gas (GHG) emission
reduction and continuously improved fuel economy (FE) as
well as further planned emission reductions under LEV III.
The demands regarding high thermal efficiency, low specific
emissions, and synergistic energy management is at an alltime high. This calls for an even more sophisticated OBD
system to be at par and beyond to adapt with this changing
paradigm.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows an increasing similarity and inter dependency
between OBD and Base technology package design. It is
becoming more and more apparent that base control
technology packages such as strategy, sensor, actuators and
hardware layout should be well thought out and chosen while
keeping OBD in mind at all times. This will ensure that the
OBD technology package will address the market demands in
terms of strategy approach, additional sensor suite, hardware
configuration, and calibration road map. However, the OBD
implementation can always lag the base strategy package to
ensure a cost effective and robust OBD design which has a
better understanding over its monitoring system.

Over the next decades, OBD will face numerous challenges
ranging from adapting to new and evolving technologies and
shrinking margins for detecting faults. Figure 2 shows the
threshold OBD monitors will face significant challenges in
regard to emission margins. Since OBD limits move relative
to tailpipe certification limits, the stringent emissions
regulations in the coming decade will significantly minimize
the OBD thresholds, posing a challenge to detecting
component deterioration before allowing emissions to surpass
the OBD limit.

Figure 2. Future OBD trends

Figure 3. Future challenges for OBD

OBD AND COMPONENT TOLERANCE
Another challenging characteristics for OBD demanded in the
future is adaptation and selective sensitivity to tolerance of
components. Figure 4 shows a simple overview of how
engineering targets are shrinking to create room for tolerance.
However, OBD should be in a position to adapt and learn
based on such information to avoid false pass or failure
detection.

Figure 5 and 6 show an example of tolerance impact on both
engine out and tailpipe emissions. In Figure 5, the fuel
injector tolerance variation of 1-5% has 10-20% impact on
emissions. This is subject to how the base control system is
laid out as well as how tolerance variation control such as
injector specific adjustment codes are used matter. This
brings attention to OBD, where over the next decade the
10-20% margin could be the OBD margin for fault detection.
In such cases, OBD should equip itself with intelligent

Figure 4. OBD and tolerance

Figure 5. Impact of fuel injector tolerance on engine out emissions
strategies and sophisticated diagnostic approaches for robust
monitoring.
In Figure 6, a 5% tolerance in the EGR valve actuator results
in an over 30% impact on emissions. Unless position
feedback and its accuracy are not considered with state of the
art actuators, it is highly challenging to meet the future
demands without significant engineering margins. Thus, a
synergistic approach to evaluate every source of emissions
tolerance and performance variance related to the control
system is required. The control systems sensitivity to adapt
and control to minimize the tolerance impact is crucial in the

design. The combination of low tolerance components with
sensitive and robust closed loop control systems will help
compensate the impact of tolerance. Going forward such
synergistic approaches will be state-of-the-art to address the
future requirements, at the same time challenging OBD for
ensuring the robust detection.

OBD LOCATION
As shown in Figure 7, the base control strategy design, taking
into consideration the interaction with the OBD monitoring
system, is becoming crucial. There will be a significant

Figure 6. Impact of EGR control solenoid tolerance on tailpipe emissions

Figure 7. Base control strategy design keeping OBD in mind
demand for close interaction between base and OBD
architecture designs. This will ensure the control strategies
are OBD monitoring friendly with appropriate controls and
feedbacks placed at the proper locations to help generate
sensitive and robust base control.

As shown in Figure 8, all emissions relevant OBD
applications refer to tailpipe emissions. A chain of factors
influence the tailpipe emissions including: engine and
associated components, aftertreatment, and exhaust sensors
and actuators. The increased overlap between each emission
controlling system will cause significant challenges regarding
OBD.

Figure 8. Convoluted OBD situation
Figure 8 illustrates the convoluted OBD situation on a typical
diesel engine with associated aftertreatment system. The
situation involves engine specific OBD, aftertreatment OBD,
OBD for exhaust sensors and finally the system OBD. Since
the OBD target is to detect the fault of either engine or
aftertreatment component deterioration before exceeding
tailpipe emissions beyond the OBD threshold, this leads to
significant overlap between factors that influence emissions.
For example, possible deterioration of engine EGR system
may be compensated by NOx aftertreatment such as a NAC
or SCR without impacting tailpipe emissions. However, the
increased use of NH3 in case of SCR or increased frequency
of NAC regeneration may be due to multiple causes such as
increased NOx from EGR deterioration or a gradual
degradation in catalyst efficiency. Unless there is a means to
identify the condition of the aftertreatment system to confirm
no deterioration in its performance, it will be challenging to
single out the EGR system deterioration as root cause for
increased tailpipe emissions. This brings to attention the need
for a model based OBD approach with smart sequencing
logics to ensure robust diagnostics.

MODEL BASED OBD APPROACH TO
IMPROVE ROBUSTNESS
Although model based control system designs have existed
for quite some time, the application to OBD has been gaining
momentum most recently. A greater benefit is observed when
a reference model is applied in situations where there exists
significant interference among control systems and
performance influence factors. Here there is a need for
monitoring single critical component degradation. However,
strategy design, calibration, and application of the models are
quite different in the OBD arena. These models are targeted
to represent a functioning system, as declared by an OEM.

The models are designed to represent the desired emissions
performance levels, rather than encompassing threshold
tolerance components or green AFterTreatment (AFT)
systems, etc. Figure 9 shows an example of NAC OBD
architecture, where the OBD is sandwiched between
reference model and base control system, and the reference
models represent the expected efficiency and performance of
an NAC aftertreatment using input-output signals across the
aftertreatment management strategy. As illustrated in, Figure
9 the oxygen storage recovery for all the active sites on the
NOx absorber is more defined in a good working system
compared to a poisoned system. Also the rich pulse transition
to downstream NAC is much faster and quicker in poisoned
NAC compared to good NAC. Considering such minute
differences along with NOx conversion efficiency is crucial
for both aftertreatment management strategy as well as OBD.
Especially to execute performance monitoring it is also worth
considering the time since last desulphurization to eliminate
the impact of sulphur poisoning on drop in NOx conversion
efficiency and poor regeneration efficiency.
The reference models are built upon fundamental chemistry
and thermodynamics to keep them portable and adaptable to
different applications. In the configuration shown in Figure 9
the reference model is determining the NOx conversion
efficiency as expected for the given thermodynamic boundary
condition, sulphur poisoning level and past regeneration
efficiency. Also, the models will be predicting the possible
NOx slip under such conditions as well as NOx saturation
limits of the catalyst system, which can be further used to
ensure OBD activation or deactivation accordingly to prevent
false detections. Similarly Figure 10 shows an example of
how a model based OBD approach can be used for addressing
multiple OBD monitor needs of an SCR aftertreatment
system. Here, even though the storage of the ammonia is on

Figure 9. Reference model based OBD architecture for NAC AFT system
target, the conversion efficiency is low compared to the
expected efficiency, giving a clear direction for diagnostics to
detect degraded catalyst system.
It is also crucial to note that in most diagnostics it is
becoming ever more imperative to use a relative scale than
absolute scale when monitoring system performance. As
shown in Figure 10 the hatched area between the modeled
predicted efficiency and actual efficiency gives a range for
the possible monitoring area. If the traditional method of a
single threshold were to be used for monitoring it would have
limited the scope of opportunity for monitoring, as well as
limit the robust diagnostic window. Such relative scaling
allows for a wider range of the OBD active window, while
allowing improvements to IUMPR. Thus, the model based
approach benefits not only in executing OBD by offering an
appropriate reference guide, but also allows implementation
of novel statistical methods for relative deviation in
performance to execute robust diagnostics.

MONITORING CRITERIA DEFINITION
Irrespective of system complexity, definition of the
monitoring criteria is crucial for diagnostics. It not only
allows for less noise and a more stable representation of
system performance, but also provides a clearer physical
representation and calibration direction. It is important to
understand what defines the system performance, in order to
choose the most suitable representation of the monitoring
criteria; in this section such an example is discussed. As
shown in Figure 11 the conversion efficiency of a NOx
aftertreatment system was measured using NOx sensor based
signals. The NOx sensors provide concentrations of NOx
emissions in ppm (volumetric based measurement).However
the real chemical reaction at the catalyst surface and final
emission footprint is defined on a mass basis. It is a common
practice to calculate the efficiency using ppm signals received
from upstream and downstream NOx sensors, but the
concentration to mass (function of exhaust mass and
concentration) conversion represents a less noisy and more
stable signal for monitoring. Such mass based efficiency not
only allows for a better realization of the performance of the
aftertreatment system but allows for implementing robust
OBD to improve detection quality.

Figure 10. Example of Urea SCR NOx aftertreatment system degradation detection using reference model
As shown in Figure 12, the mass based efficiency is
calculated from the accumulated NOx mass over a defined
time window. This piecewise accumulation and NOx
efficiency determination normalizes the performance while
also avoiding heavy error accumulation over time. Each reset
of the mass accumulation integrators generates an
opportunity to minimize carryover errors. It is also evident
from such techniques that further statistical grouping of the
results from each zone can be processed for robust
diagnostics of the system performance evaluation.

when transient operating conditions are introduced the
effectiveness yields a more accurate representation of the true
performance of the charge air cooler, whereas the
temperature differential comparison falls short.

Another example is shown in Figure 13. Monitoring charge
air cooler performance can be viewed in two different ways.
The first is the temperature differential across the charge air
cooler, which is typically used in most cases. However,
effectiveness of any heat exchanger can be represented using
temperature drops across charge cooler in relation to the
temperature drop possible. Figure 14 shows data generated
during high temperature testing for an intercooler
effectiveness study. In the second graph, one can see the
effectiveness vs. temperature differential show very similar
trends during steady-state operation of the vehicle. However,

DUAL MONITORING CONCEPT

It is evident from the above examples that choosing the
monitoring criteria is very crucial in OBD. Using intelligent
methods to define robust OBD monitoring criteria will assure
the minimum risk of false detection, while at the same time
improving performance ratios.

Looking forward to advancements in engine, aftertreatment,
and hybrid introduction in both light and heavy-duty diesel
engines, meeting IUMPR compliance will be at the center of
all engineering effort. As shown in Figure 15 the IUMPR is a
ratio of successful monitoring to standard drive cycles. This
ratio is used to indicate the frequency of the monitor
operation in detecting good or failed components. However,
due to advancements in multiple-input-output control systems
the approach to detect a failed system or component is no

Figure 11. NOx conversion efficiency representations

Figure 12. NOx conversion efficiency calculations

Figure 13. Charge air cooler performance monitoring criteria

Figure 14. High ambient temperature charge cooler performance test

Figure 15. In-use monitor performance ratio calculation

Figure 16. Overview of dual monitoring approach with unique debouncing technique
longer applicable to detect or identify the well performing
system or component. A novel design approach is to use

unique diagnostic method for fault and heal detection,
including the type of debouncing method as shown in Figure
16.

Figure 17. Pre-debouncing in OBD to minimize noise during diagnostics
Careful boundary conditions and monitoring methods should
be chosen when designing such a dual monitoring approach
to ensure that IUMPR is still met while meeting compliance
requirements. Here strict boundaries for incrementing the
IUMPR numerator should be laid out when such independent
monitoring approaches are chosen. The dual monitoring
approach is gaining interest where there is a need to improve
robustness. As stated earlier the dual debouncing techniques
add more unique features to OBD. As shown in Figure 16,
the error detecting monitor is using an in-row reset
debouncing, while the heal is using an up-down non-reset
counter allowing each fault and heal approach to differ in
monitoring the same system or component performance.

NOISE REDUCTION
Interference among 2 or more mutually conclusive working
systems, influencing decisions such as heal or fault, is known
as noise in OBD. Such as conditions, during an OBD
execution if a portion of debouncing recognizes a good
functioning system where later the system is really faulty
results in improper debouncing and failure in OBD decision
to report debounce level. Especially when these debouncing
events are carried out in diagnostic executive where every
finding will be reported resulting in conditions such as
detection of both fault and heal in same driving cycle which
is a non compliant system. To avoid such noise in OBD,
several statistical signal filtering techniques can be used; one

such approach is shown in Figure 17. It shows the signal
handling portion comprised of counters and timers which
allow for piecewise sampling of the system behavior. For
such counters there are defined trigger thresholds as well as
‘windup thresholds’. Both error and heal counters are present
here, which work opposite directionally, as shown in the
graph labeled ‘principle’. If the monitor is observing a faulty
condition, then the fault counter increments in a positive
fashion, while heal counter decrements toward negative
values. The opposite scenario occurs during a heal condition.
Consider an overlap situation as described earlier where both
fault and heal conditions can be experienced in same drive
cycle. Observing heal condition results in positive heal
counter and negative error, but later when system behavior
turns into faulty situation causes the error counter to first
count up all the steps it counted down previously during good
condition and further count up towards trigger threshold
while heal counter winding down. Resulting in spontaneous
longer than usual compulsory error observation time to
ensure that trigger is set to DSM only when the error or fault
conditions exist for sufficiently longer period of time.
Implementation of such filtering techniques to minimize or
even eliminate the diagnostic overlap allows for robust event
type debouncing for every trigger received from predebouncing. Further filtering allows for OBD executive to
accurately determine the debounce level and fair IUMPR
reporting.

Figure 18. Use of pre-debouncing in monitoring highly dynamic boost systems
Figure 18 shows a classic example of a boost dynamic
response monitor, where model based referencing is also
considered for diagnostics. Here one can see an almost equal
share of good and bad diagnostic events during dynamic
response. The diagnostic monitor is referencing the measured
boost pressure. If it lags the modeled boost pressure, it is
considered as slow in response. However, the influence of the
driver behavior and several engine related parameters may
cause such slow response even under unique boundary
conditions. The noise thus developed due to secondary
parameter influence is eliminated from diagnostics using a
filtering technique. Although it is not shown as an example
some of the variants in the filtering techniques that were
tested include step variation between good and bad event
filter counters, threshold variations between the counters, and
type of counters such as in-row or up-down.
Shown in Figure 19 is a classic example of monitoring DOC
exotherm during DPF regeneration where measured values
are compared with model and noise is filtered using a fixed
step, pre-debounce technique. Most aftertreatment
components exotherm behavior is associated with higher
thermal inertia causing them to respond slowly during

dynamic conditions; this behavior introduces more
opportunity to misdiagnose the system behavior. During the
first half of the test shown, the counters indicate a continuous
good event. The ‘good event’ counter counts up 4 steps, then
triggers one good event to the DSM. The ‘fault event’ counter
winds down 4 steps, where it hits the negative windup
threshold. In the second half of the test, there is an
acceleration phase where a sequence of gear shifts occurs,
causing the measured temperature to fall well below the
modeled temperature. However, the condition did not last
long enough to allow the fault counter to increment far
enough to surpass the positive trigger limit. This method
helps in avoiding improper DSM reporting to the OBD
executive system. At the end of the test, one can see the
reporting of a ‘good condition’ within 2 steps (earlier it took
4 steps). The counter reported one more ‘good event’ to DSM
which was then debounced further before reporting as a
functioning system to DSM.

Figure 19. Use of pre-debouncing in monitoring thermal systems
With advancements in technology and increasing control
system complexity, the necessity for a thorough analysis of
boundary conditions before enabling of the OBD monitor for
diagnostics becomes critical. It is also crucial for boundary
condition enablement to have filtering techniques that limit
the system noise, to allow for optimal conditions.

FAULT SEQUENCING
In multiple I/O control systems, the overlap between different
OBD functions is increasing with more similarities between
failure conditions caused by multiple components. Figure 20
shows OBD monitors that have significant overlap in their
decision criteria, that are sequenced based on monitor
specific boundary conditions and priority. The OBD
sequencing results in methodical elimination of noise in
diagnostics, by which robust OBD can be achieved. Although
there is a penalty on monitoring performance ratio due to
possible loss of monitoring opportunity on short drive cycles,
this is a tradeoff that must be carefully evaluated to run such
sequencing.

In Figure 21, the size of the bubble represents the degree of
involvement from each system to control tailpipe NOx. In
such a convoluted OBD scenario where EGR, NOx sensor
and SCR OBD system all interact, it is highly recommended
to execute the NOx sensor performance OBD before SCR
catalyst performance monitoring. Since the NOx sensor
feedback influences the SCR management strategy, executing
the sensor diagnostics minimizes the chances of
misdiagnosing SCR system performance. Further, positioning
the EGR system monitoring before the SCR reductant dosing
system OBD is crucial to ensure that its influence on the SCR
performance monitor is minimal. Considering such
sequencing of the OBD monitors, ensuring low noise levels
in diagnostic results also helps to achieve robust OBD.

Figure 20. OBD sequencing
A similar principle of sequencing can be applied to a
staggered OBD system such as the one shown in Figure 22.
Due to the complexity of OBD monitoring as discussed under
a dual monitoring approach, a staggered OBD can delay
another dependent OBD in the sequence, causing low
performance ratios. However, such scenarios can be
improved through a staged OBD design, where, upon
completion of a specific monitoring stage, the results can be
passed on to other OBD systems in queue, improving overall
system performance.

Figure 21. Overlapped OBD situation

Figure 22. Staggered OBD sequencing

Figure 23. Symptom based OBD fault handling

SYMPTOM BASED OBD
In the majority of OBD development efforts, ensuring single
component failure detection when multiple components are
influencing the system behavior is an ever growing concern.
In this section a brief outline of a novel method called
‘Symptom Based Fault Handling’ will address some of these
challenges. In most OBD implementations, the understanding
of component failure and their secondary influences are
critical. This is to ensure a component failure will not result
in multiple faults, which can pose a large challenge for
vehicle service, and incur a significant penalty on warranty
cost. As shown in Figure 23, the current method of
interference evaluation is via linking between OBD
diagnostic monitors in a defined sequence. This linking is
primarily performed to ensure that when a failure mode is
detected by an OBD monitor further on in the sequence, the
other OBD monitors which may be influenced significantly
will not be executed for system monitoring or component
behavior. This helps to avoid multiple faults for a single
failure mode. However, this current approach demands a
careful and tedious calibration process to ensure all possible
combinations of failure modes and associated OBD monitors
are interconnected.
In Figure 23, the new method of grouping the fault status
based on known symptoms will help to ease this challenge.
With the availability of abundant information from multiple
sources such as air handling, fuel handling and vehicle
management there could be few symptoms which can be
defined specific to the platform, engine hardware, control
strategy architecture and functionality. A symptom represents
the change in behavior due to a component failure
represented by a fault. Several faults having similar
symptoms or fault reaction behavior are then grouped
together. The OBD monitor sensitive to such symptoms will
be inhibited and/or halted when a failure condition
representing such a symptom is observed. Although this

approach is similar in many ways to conventional method, the
advantages are big especially in terms of calibration and
simplicity of software architecture design achieved by
symptom grouping. For example, low oxygen content in the
exhaust could be due to multiple reasons such as overfueling,
high EGR ratio, low air mass flow or low boost causing low
air induction. It is possible that at a given operating condition
one of the monitors will trigger a low oxygen symptom
preventing other OBD monitors to execute diagnostics. Such
a symptom based OBD approach can be used to transfer the
responsibility from one OBD monitor to another for
executing diagnostics to detect the faulty system or
component quickly to avoid hardware damage (see Figure
20).
The OBD monitoring task transfer is only done if the source
OBD or OBD 1,(shown in Figure 24), has not detected the
fault but identified the symptom that is common to a group of
monitors. When a symptom is triggered, the relevant OBD
monitors (OBD 3 in the Figure 24) will be activated through
intrusive enablement of special symptom based boundary
conditions, to execute the monitoring. The likelihood for such
an approach to identify the faults quickly to the functioning
system is high, further minimizing the risk of cascading the
failure mode through the system.

OBD STRATEGY STRUCTURE
When designing an OBD strategy it is important to consider
the entire spectrum of influencing elements, and also to
channel the analysis through a wide variety of logics to
ensure the results are trustworthy. However, it is imperative
to consider a strategic design style to address sensitivity and
compliance requirements. As shown in Figure 25, the OBD
strategy is subdivided into several major segments including
boundary conditions, monitoring conditions, signal handling
and diagnostic executive. The boundary condition block
encompasses enable and disable limits which define the

Figure 24. Symptom based OBD task sharing
boundaries under which a particular diagnostic should
operate to monitor systems performance. These enable limits
can range from environmental conditions to engine operating
conditions. It is also worth considering the reference model
activity status as well as the diagnostic interferences through
symptom handling, thus defining strict boundaries to ensure
the monitor activity is limited to the effective diagnostic area.
The monitoring condition block holds the most crucial
parameter that is monitored; the status of the boundary
condition received through a bit mask comparison, which
later enables the monitoring logic. The monitored parameter
is treated for minimal noise to improve accuracy and
sensitivity, which is later monitored inside the logic. The
decisions from the monitoring condition block are passed on
to the signal conditioning block. As discussed earlier, a
variety of statistical and logical filters can be applied to
minimize the diagnostic noise and pass only the strong
observations to the diagnostic executive. The diagnostic
executive block carries the final debouncing of the monitor
observations, MIL handling, and communication. The
diagnostic test results, freeze frame data handling and
readiness reporting should be defined in an area which carries
information from the boundary condition and monitoring
condition block into the diagnostic executive for reporting.
Going forward with stringent IUMPR needs, it demands a
more efficient design of boundary conditions such that the

monitoring is more effective when conditions enable
monitoring. Also, due to increasingly stringent revisions to
regulatory language, it is becoming clearer that the
monitoring decisions should only be recognized under
enabled boundary conditions. It is recommended to use stateof-the-art delay diagnostic functions, rather than disable
functions, to ensure the monitor is not disabled permanently,
but instead delayed only until appropriate conditions are met.
For example, if an engines behavior changes to dynamically
there will be a transition function, which delays the
diagnostics until stable operation is achieved. These
transitional functions carry damping and debouncing logic to
minimize the impact on the OBD system, which will limit the
noise induced due to frequent enabling or disabling of the
OBD monitoring, and the hysteresis of the OBD activity.
During monitoring, the logic used plays a crucial role in
diagnosis. Signal handling to minimize any noise is greatly
benefitted, especially while monitoring a dynamic system. It
is also recommended to use the monitoring parameter in
different ways of representation to ease the diagnosis. For
example, temperature can be converted to heat energy if mass
flow is available, or NOx concentration can be converted to
mass flow then into a piecewise accumulation using short and
long integrators rather than continuous concentration
monitoring (as shown in Figures 11 and 12). Strategic design
of OBD logic, with the appropriate use of state-of-the-art
techniques will become common practice in the near future.

Figure 25. OBD strategy design layout

SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
Over the next decade, the automotive industry will face
numerous challenges in choosing an effective technology
package addressing emissions, performance, fuel economy
and GHG targets. However, this call for increasing emphasis
on OBD preparedness and awareness among the engineering
community will require addressing specific OBD needs,
while at the same time designing solutions to address those
challenges. As presented in this paper, a few of those
challenges and potential solutions demonstrate an imminent
need for a more detailed engineering approach to ensure
robust OBD designs. In the future, OBD will not only be
designed to meet the regulatory needs, but will also involve
significant focus from the OEM's to minimize warranty costs
due to false error detection. Increasing monitoring similarities
between systems and components will diverge from the
traditional single component failure detection culture, and
move towards OBD strategies that can decode the influence
of multiple component condition by executing effective
diagnostics and robust in-use detection. Going forward, OBD
strategies will evolve into a more sophisticated logic to carry
out intelligent diagnostics. There are many unexplored
statistical, adaptive and reference model areas that can be
harnessed in meeting future challenges in the diagnostics
realm. A smart and intelligent OBD strategy alone may not

be sufficient in addressing future challenges. Finally OBD
friendly design of base engine and aftertreatment controls
will become a must, parallel to the use of OBD specific
sensors and logics moving forward.
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DEFINITIONS/ABBREVIATIONS

GHG
Green house gas
HC
Heal condition
I/O
Input/Output
IUMPR
In-use monitor performance ratio
LEV
Low emission vehicle
MIMO
Multiple Input Multiple Output
NAC

BC

NOx absorber catalyst

Boundary condition
NH3

CCM

Ammonia

Comprehensive component monitoring
Conv
Conversion

NMHC
Non-methane hydrocarbon
NOx

DOC

Oxides of nitrogen

Diesel oxidation catalyst
OBD

DPF

On-Board-Diagnostics

Diesel particulate filter
OEM

DSM

Original equipment manufacturer

Diagnostic system management
PN

EC

Particulate Number

Error condition
SCR

Eff
Efficiency
EGR
Exhaust gas recirculation
FE
Fuel economy

Selective catalytic reduction

